
Meeting attended by: a full list of attendees is available from emmet.cleaver@manchester.ac.uk 

Apologies: Kitty Bartlett, Olivia Meisl, Varang Bombaywala, Maria-Madalina Ifrim, Marek Skalnik, Tiancheng 

Song, Jack Houghton, Sara Heddi, Mariam Moon-Begum Lise Albertsen, Finlay Pearce, Giles Briscoe, Emma 

Lignum, Amaal Cansuur-Cali, Jack Davenport, SooYoung Kwon, SooYoung Kwon, Harsh Miglani, Jack Swan  

Date: Thursday 8th February 

Time: 18:00 – 20:00 

Secretary: Matt Williams 

Agenda Topic #1: Welcome, Quorum and Apologies 

 

RO’S welcomes members of senate and students to Senate.  

Apologies are noted 

A Quoracy check is carried out and Senate is declared Quorate 

 

Agenda Topic #2: Explanation of Senate  

RO’S explains how policies are presented and how to address other senate members 

 

Agenda Topic #3: Steering Committee Report for February  

 

Adam Rogers presents the Steering Report. 

RO’S invites questions and challenges 

Joe Clough (JC) challenges the rejection of Amendments 2 and 3 to Policy Proposal 3 on the grounds that JC does 

not believe that contradicting the original policy is a valid reason to reject amendments. 

AR clarifies that the reasoning of the Steering Committee. He directs Senate members to the Policy in their 

agendas, and reads the rejected amendments. 

RO’S explains that if the decision of Steering Committee is overruled, the policy and amendments will be sent 

back to Steering Committee to reconsider, with the challenge taken in to consideration. If the decision of 

Steering Committee is upheld, the amendments will remain rejected but could be submitted as original policies. 

RO’S invites a vote by hands 

The challenge fails with 21 votes for and 18 votes against.  

RO’S invites any further challenges, but none are made. 

 

Action Items: EC to upload approved minutes to Students’ Union website.  



 

Agenda Topic #4: Minutes of Previous Senate 

Minutes of the previous Senate are taken as a true record  

Action Items: EC to upload committee minutes 

 

Agenda Topic #6: State of the Union Report (Presented by Alex Tayler- General Secretary) 

Alex Tayler presents a brief summary of the recent activities of the Union  

AT provides overview of the upcoming SU elections 

The SU is entering into a busy period with elections and maintenance taking place 

Notes the appointment of a new Director of Commercial Services to oversee the SU’s commercial activity.  

Agenda Topic #7: Steering Committee Minutes for February 

The previous minutes were taken as a true record. 

Action Items:  

Agenda Topic #8: Elections for Vacant Positions 

1. PGR Humanities Faculty Rep  

RO’S explains the elections in Senate of open Part Time Officer positions.  

RO’S introduces the candidate for PGR Humanities Faculty Rep, Bee Hughes 

BH explains her intentions for the role 

RO’S calls for any objections 

No objections are made, so BH is elected. 

2. Women’s Officer 

RO’S introduces the candidate for Women’s Part Time Officer, Maham Zehra 

MZ – Explains her intentions if elected 

As no objections are made RO’S declares MZ an elected member of senate  

3. Rusholme and Whitworth Community Officer 

RO’S announces candidates (Sarah Hanvey and Owais Shah) 

SH- Running for Rusholme and Whitworth Park Community Officer ‘I experience stuff there every day as I live 

there I think everyone deserves to be safe and happy in their area’  

Owais – wishes Senate a good evening, introduces himself to and his intention for standing. 

No objections to SH  



No any objections to OS  

RO’S Declares both candidates elected Community Officers. 

Action Items: EC to update the Senate register 

Agenda Topic #9: Policy Proposals 

1. Releasing Exam Dates  

RO’S invites Megan Chambers to speak, Megan is not present so Alex Tayler comes forward to propose the 

policy. 

AT: explains the policy and says it is a great idea and hopes we all support it  

OM: Notes her frustrations at getting the University and her own facutly to do more work in this area. 

Notes other universities that have earlier dates but explains that it is not possible because of Erasmus 

students, she has spoken to Fiona Smith at UoM but they say there is absolutely no way this will be resolved. 

The student body should put more pressure on the University but is unlikely to change  

Notes that the introduction of the new Blackboard sight might alleviate some of these issues.  

RV: Discussions took place in one of her faculty meetings with regards to international students and students 

who will be travelling abroad to work and study being affected. The most the university can provide is the 

dates and times of the exams but not the Venues.  

FuseFM Rep – Appreciates the comments made by the University staff member and believes that the being 

informed of the dates and times of the exam is suffice. 

DM-J: Notes that another group of students who would benefit are students with caring responsibilities. There 

are a number of difficulties in trying to find childcare when some exams are announced one week in advance 

RO’S askes for further questions or comments 

AR- questions how early the exams should be released. 

This can be finalised by the relevant committee if it is passed at Senate. 

Voting is open and the policy passed with 91% in favour. 

 

2. A Visible Policy About Making Policy About Making Policy Visible  

Rob Noon presents the policy, notes the simplicity of the policy and highlights the difficult to find policy on the 

SU website.    

Voting opens and  the policy passes 

 

 

 

3. Lobby the University to Create a New Staffing and Pay Review Body  



 

AR – presents the policy 

Notes that 37 thousand students and students get a say on staff  

Questions whether students are ‘consumers’ or ‘partners’  

Notes that £9,000 a year fees there isn’t a single student on the pay review body at the moment passing this 

policy sends a message to senior staff that students do care. 

It will be helpful for teaching and learning meetings  

RO’S- notes that one amendment has been submitted – to delete ‘and pay’ 

Joseph Clough (JC) – I am here to represent the working class we need to remove and pay from this policy 

because the way academics pay is argued over nationally there is a big dispute nationally. 

JC agrees with the spirit of this motion but does not believe in lobbying against what the workers themselves 

have argued over. 

OM questions if the policy solely about academic staff or all staff  

AR- ‘it’s more about the university saying there is no money and that’s why redundancies are happening it’s to 

scrutinise them and check pay rises if they’re claiming we can’t afford academics’. 

Majid Ahmed – questions if the policy applies to all 

AR – confirms it applies to all staff at the university it is important to ask questions about pay and monitor pay 

rises and scrutinise senior leadership. 

OM - aksed JC a questions about the pay for lectures and academics is set nationally and if pay for senior 

management is set nationally. 

JC- acknowledges the intention of the proposer but argues that is a pay and staff body is created, we are 

entering dangerous water so we need to be really careful. 

RO’S asks if there any points against the amendment  

AT- notes that there are two different pensions the university operate with and is negotiated here and it’s 

better to negotiate pay on a local level pay is important because he currently looks at issues around pay and 

argues the SU can influence it at a local level 

DJ – Notes his support of the policy but argues when it comes to senior leadership we should be looking at 

how much they’re getting paid and why but with all staff there is a question around whether we need to 

support them. To make sure the ‘ordinary’ staff who need our support get it. 

MA – disagrees that that there shouldn’t have a pay and staff review body, but can’t see why we can’t do both 

why can’t we have an independent body that is also in line with UCU and scrutinises alongside.  

JC – if the students union and the gen sec can do this then there is no reason why we shouldn’t be doing that 

already the reason why we wouldn’t is because if we say we want to set ordinary pay for ordinary workers we 

will be pitting university against university. 

RO’S explains the process for voting on amendment  



RO’S -the amendment did not pass so we now we will discuss the policy without the amendment 

FUSE Representative – believes it will be difficult moving forward with this policy, a student body with a 

limited picture and considerable bias to the departments of the students who comprise it be able to be 

objective about cuts. 

RO’S notes slight issue – some people have left during the course of senate and are now having issues with 

quoracy. 

After a brief pause, Senate is quorate again 

The policy passes with 84% in favour 

 

4. Reporting Sexual Assault  

RO’S- As Hannah Hall is not present, the speech for is opened to Senate floor. 

Unknown Student: Hannah wants to introduce a new page to the website that has more options and bit of an 

advice page and support with lots of information and support not just phone number.  

No speeches against are made 

The policy passes with 100% in favour 

 

5. Stop the Sale of Plastic Water Bottles in the SU  

RO’S- asks for the proposer to step forward 

Sarah Hanvey (SH) – I think we should not sell single use plastic bottles, there is a policy coming in to sell 

reusable bottes  

Unknown Student: - raises a question about when a student doesn’t bring their reusable bottle, would there 

be a way to still drink tap water maybe the resolution could be that reusable bottles need to be as cheap? 

SH- the reusable bottles would be about £2 and there would be water fountains to students to access 

Questions are raised about accessing water fountains in the SU, AT notes the bar provides free water, with the 

SU refurbishment taking place water fountains have been removed. 

GL – ‘I looked at the union figures, the union cannot make profits they can only reinvest first looking at the 

figures and quoting Alex the Union will make a lot of money from the bottles so we should keep them. We 

make approx. £100,000 from bottled drinks’. 

RO’S notifies senate that an amendment has been submitted 

JC –I just added the word water in to clarify that we are just talking about water because working class 

students have the right to buy lemonade and coca cola. 

RO’S- notifies Senate that the amendment passes. 

MA – ‘I’m not against the policy per se it’s just the timing that at the moment there is no way to fill them up 

conveniently and we’re not giving students the option we’re bullying them and forcing them to do what we 

want by not giving them a choice’. 



Response – I am just an ordinary student the su is the only place where we can buy water for about pop so I 

think it’s quite important as ordinary students instead of just completely banning plastic why can’t we just 

support more sustainable plastic 

OM – can we take this to steering and look for a compromise to see if we can find a more balanced resolution 

– it generates so much money for the shop the shop would see a huge drop off and while that may not be 

entirely ethical the union would see a huge drop.  

Laura Walker (LW) – We talk about being sustainable and ethical yet here we are talking about finances and if 

we don’t start being sustainable there might not be a world in 100 years 

SH – Provides a summary of the policy in which she asks Senate to vote in favour of the motion, the SU should 

be leading the way with sustainability.  

The policy falls with only 61% in favour, needing a 2/3 majority to pass. 

 

9. Support for Students’ Abroad 

OM – present her policy, she draws attention to her experience as a student who recently came back from a 

year abroad. The differences in academia are huge and very unsettling for some students. We should be 

putting more pressure on the university and lobbying them for better support for students on placement the 

university send about 1000 students abroad each year and coming back to Manchester can be a culture shock 

for a lot of students.  

Questions are open to the floor- 

Unknown Student- asks OM what support of support does she envisage the SU should provide/ 

OM- academic sessions on how studying abroad can affect how you and how to cope in a new academic 

setting and just a welcome back to Manchester introducing students to new academic advisor and checking 

they are fit for study. 

RO’S asks for any speeches against, no speeches are made and the proposal goes to a vote. 

The policy passes 

10. Excess and waste food from Biko Street should be formally donated to the homeless and foodbanks  

OM – I work in Biko street and am a student at the end of the day we have to chuck the food away there is a 

lot of excess food we can’t always account for demand and we want to formerly implement a scheme so we 

can donate this food to homeless people and shelter instead of throwing it away 

Questions are raised about which charities the SU would work with and who would oversee the project, RO’S 

notes that this can and will be decided if the policy passes. 

The policy passes. 

 

11. Reducing the carbon footprint of the SU 

RO’S asks the proposer to come forward, Will Ranger (WR) explains the policy is to commit to reducing carbon 

footprint for the SU by investing in renewable energies like solar panels. 

Questions are raised about how students from environmental courses could be involved. RO’S notes that this can 



be explored should the policy pass. 

The policy passes with 100% in favour 

 

12. Promoting the real living wage  

WR – prepares a speech for, he notes he notes his work to try and get the university to provide a living wage at 

the University.   

Questions and clarifications are opened to the floor, AT notes that the university does pay a living wage but 

they’re not accredited and questions what the benefit in being accredited is. 

WR responds that being accredited provides trade unions with a basis to act in line with inflation and pay rises, 

so accredited guards against inflation and send a statement to wider society and only costs about £3000 for a 

company of this size 

RO’S-notes that there is an amendment for this policy.  

JC: it’s important that we are being empowered on the importance of gaining accreditation to the living wage 

campaign but that’s not what this policy is about so I have added it as an amendment because the university will 

say is they pay already but they have a separate company- UMC limited and its people who work in cafes and 

halls a company 100% owned by the university but they can pay them below the minimum wage so we need to 

be accredited to make sure that doesn’t happen. 

No further questions or comments are submitted  

RO’S- notifies senate that the amendment passed and we are going to go back to discussing this policy. 

The policy passes 

Any other business:   

RO’S notifies senate that senate has ran out of time and that the outstanding policies will automatically be taken 

to the next senate.  

Next meeting: Thursday 22nd March, 2018 

 

 

 


